KTL SPORTS FLOORING are made of
solid hardwood boards, designated
as Area Elastic Floors, providing
optimum balance and stability.
Designed to provide optimum shock
absorbency and resilience to athletes.
Perfected for fast ball games like basketball
due to the high ball bounce level.
Processed to ensure optimum friction
features, thus minimizing sport injuries.
Features heavy duty loading capacities way
beyond the demands by the athletes

Delivered through stringent processes
Designed with finger jointed, glued stave joints,
glued center joint & sealed board ends and
waxed edges.
Treated to offer better resistance against water,
cleaning products and resin removers.
All boards are UV-lacquered on the surface and
comply with EN 14904:2006 standard.
All boards are UV-lacquered on the surface and
comply with EN 14904:2006 standard.
Special squash floor surface available.
Extensively moisture controlled and available in
moisture levels to suit local climatic conditions.

FIXED SPORTS FLOOR SYSTEMS
ADAVANTAGES THAT GIVE THE EDGE
The performance of a sports floor is based on the interaction
between the floor surface and a resilient sub-construction. The
demands of the ultimate floor depend on the sport played. At
KTL SPORTS FLOORING, every step of the process-of-creation
has been optimized to deliver the ideal floor performances
suitable for athletes in most indoor sports, and our solutions
reflect this.
The indigenous technical know-how, combined with years of
Danish expertise and more than 25 years of specialized
experience in hardwood flooring, delivers distinct advantages.
1. High performance range of batten systems, customized to
suit various sub-floor conditions and construction heights
all complying with EN 14904, class A4
2. Battens are made from laminated veneer pine wood and
deliver optimum strength and stability. Medium performance
sports clip system, featuring unique strength and durability,
complying with EN14904, class A3.
3. All systems are pre-fitted with high quality shock pads and
deformation control to maximum 50% compression. This
controls the deflections and prevents overloading of shock
pads, providing optimum strength and long term
performance properties to the floors
4. Comprehensive package solution including boards, under
carriages, nails, ventilated skirting along with clips and
foams
5. Unique integrated levelling component to overcome
challenges on uneven sub-floors to meet specific
construction height and reducing installation man hours.
Standard KTL SPORTS FLOORING boards are available in Ash,
Beech, Hevea and Maple species. Other wood species including
White Oak, Merbau and Tasmanian Oak can be supplied on
request.
At KTL SPORTS FLOORING, it is our commitment to act
environmentally friendly and ethical correct in all aspects.
Naturally, all our wood sourced are from sustainable sources
and includes materials from PEFC and FSCcertification scheme
as well as plantation wood.
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